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1.

Preamble
Observations on port management structure need to be preceded by some

discussion of the objectives of port authorities.
Why should this be?
In my
view the first essential is for the port to have a clear picture of its objec
tives - these may be set by the Board of the port concerned or, particularly
in developing countries,

tiy somebody else,

notably the State.

Any attempt to

copy management structures adopted by ports elsewhere - ports which may have

totally different objectives - may well lead to administrative confusion,

in

efficiency and frustration.
It is not for me to say what those objectives should be.
as follows:

"To eerve

the national

economy "by facilitating,

They might read
to

the maximum

extent (or by presenting the minimum obstacle to) the transfer of commodities

between the suppliers and/or customers and the country's industries*

In so

doing the port should seek to minimise the cost burden on the community.
The
port should also have regard to social conditions e.g. the effect on employment

both within its own boundaries and in the industries it serves."

(Recently

social conditions have been extended to cover the effects on the environment
e.g. pollution T^y port-based industries and the taking up of lengths of coast

line which may have a high amenity value.)

!l/

The views expressed by the author are entirely personal and should in no way
be interpreted as the views of National Ports Council ( UE ) of which he is
Direotor of Manpower Development,
from Council publications.
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except where direct quotations are given
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If this sounds too vague - and objectives, when laid down from the
Olympian heights, are frequently expressed in vague terms (which is not al
ways a bad thing!) - then possibly one might list specific objectives such as:

(i)

operational objectives - with specific reference to speedy handling

(ii)

financial objectives - emphasising returns, whether they be on capi

(iii)

of cargo and turn-round of ships-

tal invested, assets, etc* and/or»

economic objectives - where the emphasis is on the provision of a

service which is part of a wider operation. In this case the assump
tion is that as long as the wider operation meets its objectives one
should not place too rigorous a limit on the indivio.ua! accountability

of the partso

The important thing, however, is not so much the method of arriving at
objectives as the fact that the organisation has objectives, and that its manage

ment structure should be designed to meet them,'

In the United Kingdom the objectives of port authorities have been mainly
set in financial terms. In general it is considered that ports in the United
Kingdom should be self-financing in the long term either by generating sufficient

cash by their own activities or by raising cash on the open market or by a com
bination of both. In the United Kingdom official policy is against subsidisa
tion. In most other European countries there is a poliby" of subsidisation,

usually quite open, but soraetimo-c hidden.

In African countries the role of the port in the national economy may well
be very different from that in Western Europe. Usually, for example, there is
a much closer link between the portj and the other navional"means of transport
particularly the railways. Frequently there is less competition for traffic in

the hinterland than there is, for example, on the North Sea ooastIir-3 of Europe
I imagine,, also, that there is a wide range of practice in the area of subsidi-C
sation*

With all these matters in mind it is necessarv to devia& a form of

management organisation which is going, to be effective"'in meeting-the objectives
Certain general lines may be.suggested* For example, if the port is "
supported in some way by the State there may well be a need for the Government
to be represented on the Board - if supported by local interests then it would
be-normal for such interests to have a representative. In these days of very
high expenditure in any port development there should be a Board Member with
financial expertise. In the 1970s we also recognise, more than ever before,
that those employed in any organisation have a right to be concerned in the
policy of that organisation. It is not always easy to select the right kind of

person for a Board with this kind of 'personnel' knowledge.

If there is a

strong linkage between the port and other transport interests I suggest that

" ""

cross-representation /would be usefri.

If there are several ports in a country there may be some'merit in keeping
similar terminology for managerial posts - but not necessarily the same

salary levels.,
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Let us be clear that when I talk of a Board I am referring to the policymaking body which normally meets at regular intervals and which may be made up

of a mixture of outside/part—time members and executives of the port concerned*
The general view nowadays is that Boards should be kept
10 — 12 members.

small,

i.e.,

no more thai.

When I talk of management structure I am referring to the full time execu
tives of the port concerned.
2*

Historical survey

I do not want to bore you with the history of ports going back,

in many

cases, 2000 years or moreTo those who have the time and inclination such
studies are fascinating but they go rather beyond my purpose in this paper.

When first ships tied up at riverside wharves primitive organisations were ade
quate*
When, however, the need came for the provision of deeper water, for
marked channels and later still in areas with a considerable tidal range the

need for enclosed docks behind lock gates, obviously some form of organisation
was necessary.

In the oase of most

of the larger port authorities,

with which

I am familiar, if one looked at their organisation charts of 10 years ago and
compared them with those of today in practically every case there have been
major changes.
This is natural.
There are some people who would claim that
every organisation chart is out of date by the time it has been printed but I
think this is something of an exaggeration for the port industry.
Nevertheless
demands on the ports are changing and the detailed organisation of a port author
ity should respond to these demands provided they fall within the established
objectives.
It is customary when talking of port structures to quote the large ports
such as, for example, the Port of London Authority or the Port of Rotterdam or
the Port of Hamburg or even the Port of New York Authority.
All these are
different.
I am not sure when presenting a paper to an audience such as this
I am therefore
that reference to such large ports is particularly meaningful.
going to present a short case study of one of the smaller British ports to show
how management structure has grown in response to changing demands.,
3»

Case study of the Port of Blyth

Coal has been shipped from the Northumberland coalfield since Roman times.

By the early 18th century the primitive conditions of the port were inadequate
for the larger ships engaged in the trade and a private company was set up to
manage

the quays,

a pilot's watchhouse,

a lighthouse and a breakwater to pro

tect the entrance.
This company had a chairman and a Board of Directors but,
as far as I can ascertain, there was no formal management strucutre.

As in many other British ports the private company could not raise
enough
capital to develop and improve th^ jort and it was decided to change the company
into a Board of Commissioners.
These managed the port on the basis of a form
of Trust - a form which is very common among British port authorities today.
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r-Assistant1

Accountant

Note:

Harbour Master

Collector of Dues

(a) Engineering services supplied by consulting engineers;
00 Goal shipping sperations under the control of the
companies and individual colliery companies?

-

■ ■

(c) No other cargo handling operations undertaken by Port Authority:

Blyth at that time was a one Dror1i]n+ ^n^+ -; „

were provided for the handling nf 11

P ,

«« -i

" °pal exPorts»

^^r facilitie

General Manager and Seorotary

(-Assistant

T^f±C

Foreman

Note:

Accountant

■ Co^ Wa^efc
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Clerk
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5SuU« of Lues

(a) Engineering services provided by consulting engineers ;

(b) Coal shipping operations under control of railway companies
and colliery companies,,
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During the following 30 years or more traffic in the port was still domi
nated by coal shipments which had, by 1961, reached nearly 7 million t6ns per
annum.,

The management

structure of the authority remained much the same sis no

additional responsibilities fell upon it.

In 1962 the Commissioners carried out

an appraisal to see whether the port could attract further trade but iii the event
nothing much developed and the management structure stayed as-it was«
In 1966,

however,

the Commissioners purchased the private stevedoring com

pany and for the first time dealt directly with the handling,

movement :and

accounting of general cargo which from then on increased year by year, i This
required
further development of the port facilities and the Engineering Depart
ment was therefore extended.-

of the traffic- function.

It also required a greater degree

of management

'The new organisation chart showed the change ;of emphasis
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and port employers£ the United
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^ ?f

^ the Port of Le Havre's activities are principally con-

otw
+r
+V°rt ^ the airp°rt " there is no responsibility for any
other transport/communications functions in the port region.

Because the port authority employs no dock labour the Personnel Section

V
*! a maJ°f dePartment- J aspect that because so much of the
constdar^d^in
°T" f™" *** ^^ ^ Acco™^y Section also tends to be
considered as some-.to less important than the four principal departments.
5«

Analysis

not

ZZ f" recollf* that earlier in this paper I suggested that one should
^t °rg™tion b— of ^e danger that with different
fnt structures were needed.

necessary to ask a number of questions.

^

r+

?

I would suggest that it is

SimPl7 a landlord? A typical example would
^ ^ authori^ Pr°^des deep water and other

f scarcely anything else.

world employs only a few hundred.people.

(

Thus the largest port in the

t al"th0fity responsible for certain operational functions?

?

Z'conservancy
1O°k a"erandthepilotage?
0ra"e3' the
i^^es, bridges, e?0 ?
Is the port authority re^^r7
^° 1S ™*°™™° ^P the ^rketLg'
with customers? ■

P°rt authority responsible for all port activities?

i.e

±

l- it «il?^ aUth0rity responsible for finding its own finance? or

it lies?

^

VG subsidles f™ *»>e town, region or country in which

For each ansvnr a different structure might be suggested - and

ouitp

sac=i#2s*52tz&- rl—£r
ill simple worda the questions are:

(i) What does the organisation have to do?
(ii)

What peoplo are needed to do it?

'they
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6.

What, then, are the demands on current management?

I use the term current

management deliberately, for it is my contention that the successful port
manager of twenty years ago - often the 'outdoor type■, at his best sorting
out problems at the ship's side, enjoying a close personal relationship with
the dockworkers, irritated by desk-work, knowing little of financial matters,
but adept at the business of 'getting the ship away on time' and happy in convivial contact with ship's officers - this type is no longer the kind of man

required at the top in the port industry. On the other hand the cold, hard,
professional - fully versed in his professional expertise but out of touch with
his staff - is not our ideal either.

Somehow the industry must find, preferably from within its own ranks, men

with sufficient financial expertise to assess the risks in decision taking and
sufficient contact with all levels of staff to win their respect. I would
suggest, however, that the chief difference between 'yesterday's manager and
'tomorrow's manager' is the fact that in the past the narrow objective, the
concentration of effort, was on the practical, tangible thing - the next ship

in. Largely because of the rapidity of change in the port industry tomorrow s
manager will have to be much more .concerned with planning for the future moving into the intangible and hence into risk areas.

7,
What, then, will the future shape of port services be? I am not a tech
nological forecaster - others at this conference will make much better informed
guesses than I can. If I may be allowed to hazard a few ideas: ports may well
be expected to offer a 24 hour service:

movement will become more rapid and

goods will stay in the port area for a shorter time: paperwork will have to
be reduced and possibly standardised: more and more expensive and complicated
mechanical handling equipment will be required: possibly more freight will be
loaded and off-loaded away from the coast - i.e. offshore.

8.

So - what will be the future demands on port management?

Again, it would

be unwise for me to look too far into a crystal ball so I will confine my sug
gestions to four quite simple - indeed elementary - points:

(i)

Management must have an ability to appreciate its objectives and

structure its organisation to meet them;

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
the

Management must develop an ability to forecast change;

Management must develop an ability to respond rapidly to change;

In order to do these things effectively management must develop
'team approach' towards planning.

